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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

 

Morning Trends: 

As of 4:30 AM CDT 

Corn: 1 around 

Wheat: 3 to 5 lower 

Soybeans: 8 to 10 higher 

Soy Meal 4.5 to 5.0 higher 

Soy Oil: 25 to 30 lower 

 

Weather:   A ridge-west and 
trough-east pattern is expected over the next 10 days. Several disturbances will ride through this pattern through 
the period but the general pattern should hold. The U.S. and European models remain similar with the overall 
pattern, but they disagree on cold air funneling down through the country despite the wide and persistent trough. 
Due to the pattern, I have to go with the American GFS scenario for temperatures, though my confidence is 
lower than normal. For the outlook period, temperatures on Saturday will be near to below normal across the 
Midwest and Southeast with above normal temperatures elsewhere. Temperatures are likely to remain near or 
below normal in these regions through the period while staying above normal in the West and Northeast. A 
clipper system will exit the East on Saturday and another system or two may move through the northern tier of 
the country early next week. -DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (LIVESTOCK): Little precipitation and above normal temperatures characterized the 
weekend with little stress to livestock. A system will move across the region Wednesday into Thursday with 
moderate showers. Temperatures are forecast to remain mostly above normal through the next 10 days. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (WINTER WHEAT/LIVESTOCK): Scattered showers fell in the far 
southwestern corner of the region. Amounts were less than 0.25 inches and not enough to put a significant dent 
in the ongoing drought. Very little precipitation is expected outside of the northeastern corner of the region over 
the next 10 days as the drought continues across much of the north and west. -DTN 

MIDWEST (WINTER WHEAT): Little to no precipitation and above normal temperature characterized the 
weekend. A clipper system will move through Thursday and Friday, exiting early Saturday. The system may 
produce moderate precipitation but models do not agree on this. Temperatures well above normal are likely to 
be more seasonal this weekend into next week. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/SOYBEANS): Scattered showers continue to fall across much of the country, but moderate to 
heavy showers have been isolated and in central Brazil. This continues to show mixed crop health on 
reproductive to filling corn and soybeans in the region. Stress has been concerning for areas that have been 
largely missed and fairly good conditions are seen on satellite for more isolated areas over the last several 
weeks. Southern areas have seen more widespread crop health issues due to more variability. This is especially 
true in Rio Grande do Sul. Scattered showers will continue over the country this week, though Rio Grande do 
Sul will be dependent on two frontal passages for precipitation. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (CORN/SOYBEANS): Scattered showers began to develop on Sunday and will extend through 
much of the country on Monday as well. After a few more days of dryness, another system will move through 
late Thursday and Friday with additional widespread moderate showers. The amounts will be important as a 
period of dryness is expected to follow and much of the developing to reproductive corn and soybeans is in poor 
health so far this year. -DTN 

The Stories of the Day: 

In China…Baby It’s Cold Outside https://www.wsj.com/articles/cold-
snap-sparks-record-rise-in-natural-gas-prices-in-asia-11610360735  
Australia…if you can not sell wheat to China…N. Africa 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-10/wheat-
exporters-in-australia-look-beyond-china-to-north-africa 
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EUROPE (WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers fell across much of the southern half of the continent this 
weekend, and was cold enough for snow in northern Spain. Drier and warmer conditions are expected this week 
in Spain. Colder air will bring a threat for snow across the southeast later this week. Overall, conditions remain 
favorable for developing winter wheat. -DTN 

NORTHERN AFRICA (WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers fell this weekend and were more moderate to 
heavy in Morocco, where long-term deficits remain larger. Shower chances will shift more toward the east by late 
this week, but overall conditions remain favorable for developing winter wheat. -DTN 

SOUTH AFRICA (CORN/SUGARCANE): Periods of showers will remain in the area over the next week. 
Conditions remain beneficial for developing corn and sugarcane. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (COTTON/SORGHUM): Scattered showers fell over northeastern growing areas this weekend, 
continuing beneficial conditions for developing to reproductive cotton and sorghum. Drier conditions are 
expected this week and may cause some increased irrigation. However, reserves are currently adequate.  

MALAYSIA/INDONESIA (PALM OIL): Recent and forecast showers have been adequate for palm oil prospects 
as showers continue. -DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian March Palm Oil down 33 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange mixed May corn up 34 to the Yuan, May beans up 76, May Meal up 79, May 
bean oil up 20, May palm oil down 12  

• Asian Equity markets were mostly lower Nikkei national holiday in Japan, China’s Shanghai down 1.1% 

• European Equity markets start lower German Dax down .8%, London FTSE 100 down .4%  

• MATIF markets are mostly lower March Corn unchanged to the Euro, Feb Rapeseed down 1.75, March 
Wheat down .50               

• Save the Date…Jan 12th…USDA S&Ds, Winter Wheat Plantings, Quarterly Grain Stocks   

• Save the Date…Jan 15th…NOPA Crush  

• Save the Date…Feb 16th…MLB camps start to open  

• ASF https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1382114/250-hogs-culled-in-albay-town-to-curb-spread-of-african-
swine-fever  

• Bird flu in India https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-11/avian-influenza-outbreaks-spread-
to-more-states-in-india    

• Argentina government walking a tightrope to ensure enough domestic feed grain supplies but remain a 
world reliable supplier https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/argentina-lifts-corn-export-ban-replaces-with-
30000-tonne-sales-cap-2021-01-10  

• CFTC numbers showed as of the close of 1/5 the MM funds were long 25,210 contracts, long 349,888 
corn contracts, long 175,827 bean contracts, long 84,594 meal contracts, and long 112,917 oil contracts   

Commentary:  

On most Monday’s one of the first things, we check is if the macro markets are in risk on or risk off mode. In this 
day and age of fast-moving virus headlines like Covid and ASF along with shifting political stances from the seats 
of governments around the world risk on and risk off has morphed into asking the question are the markets 
trading with more hope or more fear. Today the expansion of Covid infections and the worry that even with a 
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shift a new President in the US that DC will remain crippled with partisan division, fear seems to be carrying the 
day. We ended last week that a new round of stimulus money talk will be building in 2021 we start this week with 
nothing will ever be accomplished in the present environment. As always, the truth is somewhere in the middle. 
Given the reset of the fundamentals of the Ag markets with the major USDA Data Dump in Tuesday today the 
markets both Macro and Ag will be to see if they narrow in the spread between fear and hope.   

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 

loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 
investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

 

 

 


